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Below is the information for Litigation Branch:
1. Any update on Lit hold protocol or template?
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C)

2. Subject to resources and interest, provide or participate in at least six (6) training
programs for non-BOP staff (such as judges, AUSAs,defense bar, USPO'sand non-federal
criminal justice personnel) to facilitate partnerships and cooperation with those entities.
:b)(6); (b)(7)(C)

3. Performance Measure Staff will routinely monitor BOPand non -BOP decisions and
settlements, to include litigation concerning civil commitments under the Adam Walsh Act
to determine any impact on BOP,review them for trends, and where appropriate,
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recommend necessary corrective action be taken, including changes to BOPpolicy and
regulations. (Can you give me a couple examples? I'll reach out to the RCsif you don't have
anything, let me know
b)(6); (b){7)(C); NonResponsiveRecCJd

4. Any long distance trainings?
[b)(6); (b)(7)(C)

tigatlon ranc
U.S. Department of Jmtice
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(b)(6): (b)(7)(C)

bop.gov

p1112011
11:2sAM>>>
Hi all I'm lookingfor info from the time period July I-September30, 2017 to fmishup Ken
b)( 6 ~
PWP s.
an d b)(7)(C)

>>>r)(e);(b)(?)(C)
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Good news is it is really not a lot of info and it's for a shorter period of time than normal, bad
news is it is due to me no later than COB next Thursday, 9/14 (I apologize, we have a new
format, we had some back and forth with OPM on final measures, etc.)
I broke it down by what I need from each of you in the attached. For some, I included what I
wrote for the Progress Review I did in July so you can see what kind of language I am looking
for.
However it is easiest for you to get me this info works for me-email, fill in the attached, send a
separate document with your info, etc.
Thank you so much

b)(6) ;
b)(7)CC)
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